Our Camp
We are designed to channel the curious and creative forces of work in our youngest learners. The programs utilize:

- Storytelling
- Hands on Activities
- Crafts
- Games
- Outdoor Exploration
- Music and Movement
- Cooking
- Creative Writing
- Wellness & Gym
- Special Events
- Face Painting

We encourage children to participate in their surroundings as they discover the magic and wonders of our world.

Every Week At Camp is a Magical Journey

**Zoo Animals**
Discover and Build habitats. Learn who lives where and why. Enjoy a Petting Zoo visit!

- Weeks 1 and 2: June 24 - July 5

**Earth’s Treasures**
Learn about the deep blue sea that makes up 70% of our world. Discover various rocks and minerals. Do some gardening to beautify our Earth!

- Weeks 3 and 4: July 8 - July 19

**World of Reptiles and Critters**
Discover what reptiles and critters are, how they defend themselves and see & touch them!

- Weeks 5 and 6: July 22-August 2

**Build and Move**
Learn about construction and transportation. Make a raceway to move cars along. Build a construction site on our own playground!

- Weeks 7, 8 and 9: August 5-21

**Water Days**
Wear your swimsuit; bring your water shoes and lather on the lotion. We are spending the day outside.